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M.S. IN CRIMINAL JUSTICE
ONLINE PROGRAM

M.S. IN CRIMINAL JUSTICE

A Nationally Recognized Master’s Program
That Is 100% ONLINE
At the University of New Haven, you do not have to choose between furthering your education and continuing to work. Our online program is designed specifically for the working
professional and can help you reach your goal of earning a criminal justice master’s degree.

••
••
•

Classes are 100% online so you can take them from anywhere
Convenient 7.5-week terms during the academic year and 6-week terms
during the summer
Complete all 36 credits in as little as 2 years
24/7 access to content and materials so that you can work on advancing your
education at a time of day that is convenient for your schedule
Begin your online master’s degree during any of our 6 terms — no need to wait
to jump start your career.

M.S. IN CRIMINAL JUSTICE
Earn Your Master’s FROM THE MASTERS
With one of the oldest and most respected criminal justice programs in the nation, the
Henry C. Lee College has been helping students achieve success for more than 50 years.
As part of our philosophy, you will be learning from instructors who have experience in
the fields they are teaching. Former law enforcement officers, FBI agents, Secret Service
agents, police chiefs and more. Our instructors work together to provide the highest quality
education, integrating core academic learning objectives and the professional application
of these competencies.

By choosing UNH for your online master’s degree, you can count on honing
your skills and preparing yourself to become a leader in your profession.

Some of our UNH MSCJ graduates have been
successful in the:

••
••

Chief State’s Attorney’s Office
Department of Justice
Department of Homeland Security
Department of Defense — National
Geospatial-Intelligence Agency

••
•

FBI
Federal Bureau of Prisons
U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs

Choosing UNH’s Criminal Justice Master’s Degree

••
••

Our robust online program explores:
How to gather data and analyze factors that impact crime
How to investigate various types of crime
Current and emerging issues facing criminal justice agencies
Strategies for being an effective leader and creating a successful organization within
a system that interfaces with criminal justice

M.S. IN CRIMINAL JUSTICE

Applying to UNH’s Criminal Justice Master’s Degree

•
••
•

If you are ready to apply, here is what you will need to complete your application:
Academic transcript(s). Students applying for admission to a graduate program at UNH
must hold a baccalaureate degree from an accredited institution
Two (2) letters of reference
A personal statement (optional, but encouraged)
A resume (optional, but encouraged)

We do not require you to take or submit scores from the GRE or other exams. The admissions
committee will, however, consider such information in its decision if submitted.

Completing Your Criminal Justice Master’s Degree
The Criminal Justice master’s degree, offered completely online, can be completed in two
years. Students take 12 consecutive courses that are offered during the academic year.

Paying for Your Criminal Justice Master’s Degree
Tuition for the 2015-16 academic year is $30,564 or $2,547 for each class. There are
no additional fees, and the cost of the program includes all of your textbooks and course
materials. The program qualifies for financial aid.

Space for our program is limited. To learn more about the program and how to apply, please
visit: http://cjonline.newhaven.edu/, or email OnlineAdmin@newhaven.edu.
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